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FOREWORD

BLACK BUSINESS IS
SERIOUS BUSINESS
If the adage is true that “you are judged by the company you keep”, there is just no way
BBQ can lag behind and not be touched by the expansionist outlook of its partner, Big Time
Strategic Group.
The partnership of what has now become known as The Big Time Strategic Group BBQ Awards
enters its second year, bigger and bolder.
It is no empty boast that Black Business is serious business. The Big Time Strategic Group
is ample proof thereof.
Founded by one who, is at heart, an Africanist - Justice Maphosa, the Group has set its
sights on conquering Africa.
The Group is taking its footprint in research and development; pharmaceuticals, energy;
aviation; financial technology and agriculture into the continent.
It does so against the backdrop of having secured its footing as a serious player in the
mainstream South African economy. Charity begins at home, the saying goes.
Big Time Strategic Group aims to “positively impact the lives of people” and this is no cheap
boast. For example, Maphosa’s hobby of ploughing back into communities is evinced by
his philanthropic gesture in hosting the annual Gwanda Gospel Music Festival in Bulawayo,
Zimbabwe.
His other personal interests include aviation and agriculture and it is no wonder that Big
Time Strategic Group counts these areas as business areas it has diversified into.
This is a straightforward CSI venture with no financial spin-off accruing to the company
and yet the Big Time Strategic Group faithfully keeps pumping funds into the event, which
is growing in leaps and bounds.
Even the most casual conversation with Maphosa will reveal how passionate he is about
the continent. He is a firm believer that Africa is rising.
Though he is an eternal optimist in the fortunes of Africa turning, he is mindful of the fact
that the challenges faced by African economies in the years ahead are daunting.
As the Big Time Strategic Group enters its second year as prime sponsors of the prestigious BBQ Awards on this 16th year of their existence, it does so with the sense of pride and
forward-thinking that looks at the continent as the next big stage to play on.
As a business publication, BBQ comes with the requisite credentials the Big Time Strategic
Group wants to be associated with.
In the years to come, the The Big Time Strategic Group BBQ Awards will be the Oscars of
business on the African continent.
And this is no idle talk from Maphosa, a businessman whose vocabulary already counts
Tanzania, Ghana, Rwanda, Kenya, Ethiopia, just to name a few, as his next growth points.
Justice Maphosa
Group CEO, Big Time Strategic Group

ED’S NOTE

GEARED FOR
SUCCESS
The crown jewel of the South African business events calendar proved to be just that—one
of the most prestigious black business awards ceremonies of the year, honouring the most
outstanding businessmen and women within South Africa.
The evening was a vibrant success thanks to the multi-talented Somizi Mhlongo whose
exuberance and energy was felt by all, musician, Vusi Nongxo, whose performance dazzled,
and the wonderful attendees and brilliant nominees.
Delivering the keynote address, Parliament’s Madam Speaker, Baleka Mbete said she was
truly honoured to join in celebrating the various achievers who stood out and proved to be
the epitome of excellence in the black business community. We have emerged victorious from
an unjust, cruel system that denied black people an opportunity to participate meaningfully in
the mainstream economy. Therefore, it is imperative to recognise these business champions
who are making waves within the industry and to ensure that empowerment occurs at all
levels of black business.
Echoing the sentiment was the Platinum Sponsor of the BBQ Awards, Justice Maphosa,
who felt it was of great importance to have an awards ceremony of this calibre, not only as a
black nation but as young entrepreneurs and organisations.
Minister Jeff Radebe emphasised the importance of celebrating excellence in leadership,
encouraging all the attendees to invest in skills development, and enable our country to
produce young men and women who will become exceptional innovators and who will
make a meaningful contribution to the economic growth of our country.
The winners for the evening, including Calvin Mathibeli, Fatima Vawda, Coega Development
Corporation (CDC), Inga Vanqa, and Chief Justice Mogoeng Mogoeng, embody these champions of black business transformation and innovation, and it was with great pride that we
could highlight and honour their monumental achievements.
A great thank you to all who participated in the awards ceremony this year. To all the
winners, congratulations and to all the nominees, may you remain dedicated to raising the
bar and championing the potential and excellence of black business. May all of you continue
to encourage, support and uplift one another. As we welcome 2018, I look forward to the
emergence of even more amazing leaders who are making their mark and achieving a truly
transformed society.
Shannon Manual
Editor, BBQ Magazine

FOREWORD
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CHEERS TO
BLACK BUSINESS
Wow, what can I say? Was this the best celebration of Transformation or, what this the best
celebration of Transformation. Sweet 16 doesn’t get any sweeter than this.
Thank you to all who was in attendance, Somizi “SOMGAGA” Mhlongo for hosting us brilliantly, Vusin Nova for serenading us with his beautiful music, our main partner, Big Time
Strategic Group, second year in a row, world renowned David Tlale for generously gifting some
of our winners, Hennessy for supporting us for 5 years and still ensuring they are with us next
year, YFM, Comair, The Innovation Hub, KIA, Ledwaba Mazwai Attorneys, LTE Holdings who’s
been a partner to us for a great number of years, the Home of BBQ Awards – Emperors Palace;
our reputable adjudicators – Xolani Qubeka, Phuti Mahanyele, McLean Sibanda; and; last but
not least, our Honourable Keynote Speakers – Honourable Speaker of National Assemble,
Baleka Mbete and Minister in the Presidency for Planning, Performance, Monitoring, Evaluation
and Administration, Honourable Jeff Radebe. Our table partners, if I name one, I would have
to name all, Siyabulela.
To our contestants and all participants, congratulations, your work is not done; transforming the economic landscape of South Africa is a continuous, never ending process. To our
Platinum Award winner, Honorable Ms Felleng Yende, what an amazing, dedicated, humble
South African Leader you are, keep shining the light, your passion for a better South Africa
is infectious.
To all those behind the scenes who worked tirelessly for a year, to ensure that we have the
budget to host this spectacle celebrating excellence in black business and transformation,
the Business Development Executives, a special thank you to you and to your supporters;
our Production Team, mainly Nabeelah, it wasn’t easy, however, seeing the end product, how
beautiful the event panned out, it was all worth it. From here on, together with our partners,
we can only rise, we can only grow. Again I say to you all, our work is not done.
From here on, we work on the next edition of the BBQ Awards, taking place in October
at our home, Emperors Palace. All I can say to the team and the partners, let’s do this again,
bigger and better.
For partnership opportunities, please contact: Zanele L. Huna (+27216817000 /
+27828461444)
Zanele L. Huna
Executive Project Director, BBQ Awards
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SPEAKERS

is to feed the roots of racial supremacy and
exploitation and does not represent the
shadow of liberation. It is therefore a fundamental feature of our strategy that victory must
embrace more than formal political democracy
and the drive towards national emancipation
must include economic emancipation”.
Ladies and gentlemen, it is important that
organized black businesses periodically evaluate whether we have abided by this directive
and propose interventions that will assist in
achieving this goal. We need to ensure that
empowerment happens at all levels.
Our democracy has matured and we believe
that the future looks bright. May you pro-

Baleka Mbete
I’m greatly honored to join you in celebrating
achievers that stand out and are the epitome
of excellence in the black business community.
I’m confident that these awards will serve as
an inspiration to the youth of the country who
are attempting to find their own space in the
South African economy. Your achievements
will certainly inspire them to excel and even
reach greater heights.
The legislative sector that I’m presiding over
has been advocating for a strong focus on
youth employment and empowerment. We
hope that our youth will emulate entrepreneurial spirit and strive to infuse new dynamism in
the South African economy. We have emerged
victorious from an unjust, cruel system that
denied black people an opportunity to participate meaningfully in the mainstream of our
economy.
It is not an accident of history that the ownership patterns in the South African economy
has largely been defined along racial lines as a

result the systematic exclusion of black people
has led to abject poverty widening inequality
in our society and a high unemployment rate
in the black community. For this reason, the
constitution of the republic enjoys us to redress
the injustice of the past through legislative and
other measures.
Failure to recognise and address these inequalities will render our political freedom to be
of no substance. We have always maintained
that the struggle for political freedom is inseparable from the struggle for economic freedom.
Oliver Reginald Tambo put greater emphasis
on this point in his speech at the 60th anniversary of the South African Communist Party
in London on the 30th of July in 1981 and
O R said, “The objective of our struggle in
South Africa as set out in the Freedom Charter
encompasses economic emancipation. It is
inconceivable for liberation to have meaning
without a return of the wealth of the country
to the people as a whole; to allow existing
economic forces to retain their interest intact

gress to even greater heights in your business
ventures
Justice Mphosa:
These awards are very important for us,
as a people, as a black nation, as young
entrepreneurs, as organisations, organized
business and as a country looking to go all
the way into the future.
We have to award each other we have to
thank each other. As we meet here we are

SPEAKERS

saying to those that we will win the awards,
thank you so much for making us proud.
We as the anchor sponsor we, as the platinum sponsor feel that it is very important
for us to do this for the nation, for ourselves
and for young black businesses that strive for
excellence.
Today is that day where we are saying let
us hold your hand and let us walk with you,
like it has been done to some of us and we
do to many others that are coming along the
way. The journey is long; to those that have
succeeded I think we need to do much more.
We as black business are tired of always
saying can we please have, we are now saying,
can we do it together and this is our opportune
moment to say lets do it together, lets walk
together and lets make this thing work.
Many a time you hear that BEE hasn’t
worked. I looked at it differently and I say it
has worked for those that wanted it to work.
If you want to say can I please have then
you realized that BEE hasn’t worked but if
you realise that they are opportunities? The
agreement signed on a daily basis, which you
can pick it back then you realised that BEE
does work one of those that have tapped on
that vein.

Minister Jeff Rhadebe
It is very important to celebrate excellence
in leadership as a means of recognising the
positive contribution that people make in any
society. One of the fitting ways in which you
can do that is what BBQ has done this evening.
I also, want to recall one of the most iconic
leaders that South Africa has ever produced,
Oliver Tambo, who we are celebrating his 100th
anniversary. Oliver Tambo believed in youth
empowerment as a basis for development in
the broader society. Young people must be at
the forefront of fundamental change in our
society. We must derive from the words Tambo
once uttered and I quote “The children of any
nation are it’s future. A country, a person, a
movement that doesn’t value it’s youth and
children, does not deserve is future.”
The journey towards a better tomorrow
begins today. It is in this regard that our
national development plan singles out the
youth, in boosting the economic growth. Youth
empowerment is therefore central in the NDP
strategies. Young people are the drivers of
the NDP and ought to be the primary beneficiaries of our economic transformation. We
must invest in skills so we can produce young
women and men who will become exceptional
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innovators who will make a meaningful contribution to the economic growth of our country.
Youth development is one of the vital areas
in our project of nation building. We must
empower young people in order to empower
or nation.
I believe therefore, that the BBQ awards are
a vital incentive in recognising and celebrating
excellence in entrepreneurship and business
development.
Award categories such as the new entrepreneurial award, Iqhawe mentorship award
amongst others, find resonance in what
we espouse of some of our programmes in
government.
I believe that the BBQ awards remain an
important endeavour in supporting our business community.
We have come a long way to be here this
evening, whether you win or not, I want
you to know that your presence amongst
these nominees is a good affirmation of
your unique contribution to the world of
business.
May you continue to strive to become the
best that you can be, let us empower young
people to empower the South African nation.
Together we can make it work. I thank you.
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WINNERS

LTE HOLDINGS BEST ESTABLISHED BLACK BUSINESS AWARD
WINNER

Travel With Flair Travel with Flair is a leading black owned Travel Solutions Company with over 20 years in the industry, with branches across South Africa and a team of
over 750 skilled professionals, each of whom is passionate about the arrangement, administration, planning and finer details of local and corporate travel. Travel with Flair is
also renowned for its comprehensive travel management programme, which combines innovative methods with cutting-edge technologies as part of long-term relationships
with clients, partners and suppliers. Travel with Flair clients include several large prestigious corporate and governmental accounts. On the forefront of technological travel
management, Travel with Flair also has their very own online leisure site, www.travelfix.co.za.

First Runner-up

Kgabu CC Projects and Construction was incorporated and registered as a close corporation in 2008. Since its inception
the business has been a black empowerment business entity in both its management and leadership portfolio. The business was
established with the objective of engaging into ventures that are rarely tapped into by black business in particular. The vision
of Kgabu Projects and Constructions cc is to become one of the premier black empowerment corporations that will engage in
business ventures that will entrench it in mainstream economy and become a leader in building and related services. https://
www.kgabu.co.za

Second Runner-up

RSC Avelo was formed in September 2015 and is the only black woman and youth-owned steel manufacturer in South Africa.
The business is 64% black-owned, 54% of which is black woman-owned and 34% black – youth owned. The Managing Director
of the business is a 34-year-old woman, Mayleen Kyster, and she took her position as MD at the age of 32. Our staff is 99%
black with 100% females in top management positions except our tea lady who is training as our receptionist. We employ 10
administrative staff, 15 production staff and have at least 30 people on sites installing steel. We have two metallurgy graduates
in training as well. http://rscavelo.co.za

WINNERS
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HENNESSY BUSINESSMAN OF THE YEAR AWARD
WINNER

Calvin Mathibeli, former garden boy, is the founder of Calvin and Family Group (CFG). He is a self-made businessman who started out as a cell phone repairer, in order to
cover the cost of his studies. He studied Diploma in Taxation and Accounting at the Durban University of Technology in 2006. By this time his development and construction
company CFG was in full operation after opening its doors in 2005; specialising in residential development. The company has grown tremendously, branching out into
commercial and retail development, civil and more recently into low cost housing, schools, stadium, water and sanitation. Having an interest in community development,
Calvin studied for a Public Admin degree at MANCOSA and Fundamental Project management at Academy of York in 2013. From 2014 to 2016 he served as treasurer of
the KZN Youth Chamber of Commerce and Industries. He has managed to attract various clients in the public and private sectors. He has been hailed for his entrepreneurial
skills and his never say die attitude has seen him climb from humble beginnings to a respectable community builder who is both professional and compassionate.

First Runner-up
Kabelo Ncholo (34) is the founder and Chief Executive Officer of Yourself Management, a through-the-line marketing agency specialising in the
African Market. He formed the agency in 2004 with a R350 tip he earned as a waiter. Today, Yourself Management has grown into a team of
over 300 employees operating throughout the Southern African Development Community (SADC) region with a Head Office in Johannesburg and
regional offices in Cape Town, Durban, Namibia and Zambia. Kabelo was recently designated as a finalist for the Top Empowered Entrepreneur
of 2017 Award and Yourself Management for the Top Empowered Fast Growth Black-Owned SMME Award in the 16th Annual Oliver Top
Empowerment Awards. In 2016, he won a Black Business Quarterly (BBQ) Award in the Innovation Hub New and Innovative Business category.
Kabelo is also regarded among 2016’s top 100 Young, Independent, Inspiring and Aspiring leaders taking the African continent forward by
independent media. He is currently completing his MBA studies through Henley Business School.

Second Runner-up
Vusi Thembekwayo Venture Capitalist, Global Business Speaker and serial entrepreneur, Vusi Thembekwayo is making waves internationally
as a thought provoking young business leader from the continent with many ideas on solving economic issues in Africa. His mission is to change
the African narrative by challenging the mindset and approach towards achieving economic freedom. Through his gift of speaking and his sharp
business acumen, honed in the trenches building his own business, Thembekwayo is on a new journey of growth and giving back and, in the
process, helping to build legacy businesses. He recently sold a majority share in his management consultancy business Motiv8 to US partners
in a multi-million rand deal, and has used part of the proceeds to launch MyGrowthFund, a venture capital company, which aims to establish
and build entrepreneurship and funding nodes in the rural and township markets of South Africa.
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WINNERS

THE INNOVATION HUB NEW AND INNOVATIVE BUSINESS AWARD
WINNER

Geekulcha – A fusion of the words Geek (technologist) and Culture (the arts and other manifestations of human intellectual achievement). We are a community of geeks
who are embracing a culture of innovation and creation through technology. Geekulcha is an entity where the “young, skilled, creative and ambitious” tech minds meet
and connect, share knowledge, collaborate on projects, network with industry leaders, obtain training to further improve and enhance their skills, all to empower the next
generation with the confidence and multi-disciplinary skills needed to compete in the new economy.

First Runner-up
Buna Projects & Consulting is a multi-disciplinary company that offers Engineering Design and Consulting Services to the Mining,
Process Plant and Infrastructure Development industries. The 100% black woman-owned consultancy specialises in Electrical,
Mechanical and Process Engineering and within these disciplines, can offer Turnkey and EPCM solutions. Buna prides itself on
providing high-quality, cost-effective solutions for its clients, as well as creating and maintaining strategic long-term relationships
that are mutually beneficial; Providing a challenging, rewarding and safe work environment for employees and focusing on the
continuous improvement of its technology and products

Second Runner-up
Traffic Barricade (Pty) Ltd’s ideas were formulated in 2010 and the company was launched in 2013.The company’s ideas
were formulated by young minded individuals. It was founded by Thabo Gwebu (Managing Director), Fikakahle Manana (Project
Director) and Bongani Mabena (Financial Director). Traffic Barricade’s ownership is currently 100% black-owned by its founders
who also act as directors. The structure also incorporates a 30% shareholding by black woman and is BEE compliant and a
contributor in accordance with economic empowerment requirements in the country. Traffic Barricade is committed to the spirit of
empowerment and will continue to focus on improving every element of our BBBEE scorecard and contributing to socio-economic
development and playing a major role in creation of employment in the country.
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WINNERS

COMAIR OUTSTANDING WOMAN IN BUSINESS AWARD
WINNER

Fatima Vawda is the founder and Managing Director of 27four Investment Managers. Fatima holds an MSc in Applied Mathematics and has over 21 years’ experience
in financial markets. She has, over the years, received numerous accolades both domestically and internationally, having most recently won the Ernest & Young World
Entrepreneur Southern Africa Emerging Category award. Fatima is an active member of the Association of Black Securities and Investment Professionals and represents the
industry body at Nedlac on Financial Sector Policy and is also a member of the Financial Sector Charter Reporting Working Committee.

First Runner-up
Mayleen Kyster: The business established by Mayleen Kyster (May); was named with her vision for Africa Steel Holdings in mind. May
envisions Africa Steel Holdings as a significant player. May holds an MBA from the University of the North–West as well as a BComm
(Accounting) and Certificate in Project Management from the University of the Witwatersrand. She was recruited into the steel industry as
a graduate–in–training and has had employment experience across the steel value–chain. May sits on the boards of Steel and Engineering
Federation of Southern Africa (Seifsa), RSH Mining, RSC Avelo, Northern Cape Metals Industrial Cluster and is the Executive Chairman of
Africa Steel Holdings. She leads a strong team of ambitious people eager to impact the lives of those around them.

Second Runner-up
Nazereen Bhana is proudly Deaf and is widely regarded as a role model for the Deaf community. She was recently awarded the “Blue
Heart” Raizcorp Award for her enduring spirit of entrepreneurship and for achieving significant business growth. eDeaf was established
in 2007. In the past 10 years it has grown it’s staff compliment to nearly 60 with offices in Braamfontein, Centurion, Durban and Cape
Town. The clear majority of employees are Deaf. Thousands of previously unemployed Deaf people have found employment through a
variety of forward thinking companies who embrace their vision to employ and empower the Deaf people of South Africa. eDeaf is a QSE
and BBBEE Level 2 company with a Deaf CEO at the helm. Nazereen Bhana is a history maker and a change creator who is determined
to see the Deaf succeed and contribute in a meaningful way to the open labour market.
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WINNERS

EMPERORS PALACE COMMUNITY BUILDER OF THE YEAR AWARD
WINNER

Lindiwe Matlali is the Founder and CEO of Africa Teen Geeks, a non-profit organisation that teaches school children and unemployed youth how to code. She holds
a Bcom degree from the University of Cape Town and recently completed a General Management Programme at the Gordon Institute of Business Science (GIBS). She is
currently studying towards her Masters in Technology Management at Columbia University in New York as well as a Graduate Certificate in Entrepreneurship and Innovation
at Stanford University. Her numerous accolades include Young Business awards top 3 finalist 2010, Mail & Guardian Top Young South Africans 2014, Top 50 most inspiring
women in tech 2017 and Top 3 Finalist MTN Women in ICT awards innovation category.

First Runner-up
Solly Molefe Sechoaro’s path to the Setsmol of today, is full of fascinating experiences, anecdotes and observations. A teacher by
profession, the opportunity to study overseas and obtain a postgraduate degree at the Institute for Housing and Urban Development
Studies in Rotterdam, Netherlands set the stage for Solly’s future. The 14-year-old journey is a story of small beginnings, Solly elaborates.
Setsmol actually started in a single backyard room in his parents home in Soweto where he grew up. It was a strategic decision to move
to the Johannesburg SMME Hub located at 58 Marshall Street in Johannesburg CBD in 2004. As a young businessman, a host of business
management training courses were on offer at the SMME Hub, which Solly saw as a major bonus and embraced wholeheartedly. He
realised that he lacked critical experience and at the Hub, he could easily attend courses, find mentors and receive the training he needed
to successfully run Setsmol.

Second Runner-up
Buyisiwe Khoza Over the 14 years since Audrey Buyisiwe Khoza launched the Inqaba Yokulinda Youth Organisation (IYYO) brand, a
Non-Profit Organisation ,which has been an enthusiastic vehicle and point of contact to transforming lives of young people within the
country. She is renowned for her unquestionable knack to help transform the lives of young people and hold the achieving of individual
development in high regard. Her unquenched thirst to bring change goes beyond the influence of mere organisations but reaches out
to transforming communities at large. Over the years, she has been part of the cogs of youth development within the country by means
of facilitating youth camps, conducting skills development programmes, offering graduate placement opportunities, being a champion
mentor in youth organisations, and leading the youth through a journey of self-discovery. Philosophy ”seek to interact with people at a
level where you ignite their souls” – AB Khoza
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WINNER

LEDWABA MAZWAI ATTORNEYS PUBLIC SECTOR VISIONARY AWARD

Accepted on behalf of Chief Jusctice Mogeng Mogoeng by Ms Memme Sejosengwe, Secretary General of the Office of the Chief Justice
Justice Mogoeng Thomas Reetsang. Mogoeng was born on 14 January 1961 in Goo-Mokgatha (Koffiekraal) village, north east of Zeerust, North West Province. He
was appointed the Chief Justice of the Constitutional Court of South Africa in September 2011, a position he currently holds. Justice Mogoeng started his professional career
as a Supreme Court (now High Court) prosecutor in Mafikeng, North West Province. He worked as a prosecutor from March 1986 to February 1990. He then resigned and
went to do a pupilage at the Johannesburg Bar. During his time at the Mafikeng Bar, Justice Mogoeng served as the Deputy Chairperson of the Bar Council and as the
Chairperson of the Bophuthatswana Chapter of Lawyers for Human Rights. He also worked at the University of the North West’s Mafikeng campus as a part-time senior
lecturer in criminal law and criminal procedure, from 1992 to 1993. In 1994, Justice Mogoeng worked in the legal section of the Independant Electoral Commission (IEC).
In 1997, Justice Mogoeng was appointed a Judge of the North West High Court. In April 2000, he was appointed a Judge of the Labour Appeal Court, followed by his
appointment as the Judge President of the North West High Court in 2002. In 2009, Justice Mogoeng and Judge Andre Davis, Judge of the Federal District Court for the
District of Maryland, United States of America (USA), co-hosted a series of workshops on judicial case management throughout South Africa. Justice Mogoeng chaired the
Caseflow Management Committee, which reported to the various heads of courts. He was the leader of the team that organised the Access to Justice Conference, which was
held on 8 to 10 July 2011. In 2013, Chief Justice Mogoeng Mogoeng delivered the 2013 Annual Human Rights Lecture at the University of Stellenbosch’s law faculty where
he spoke on ‘The implications of the Office of the Chief Justice for constitutional democracy in South Africa. In the same year Chief Justice Mogoeng Mogoeng received an
honorary doctorate from the North West University’s Mafikeng Campus in recognition of his vision of an independent, empowered, adequately resourced and transformed
judiciary in South Africa. The North West University recognised his excellent efforts to improve and enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of the judicial system. Justice
Mogoeng is also a Pastor at the Winners Chapel International Church in Highlands North, Johannesburg.
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WINNERS

KAYA FM TRANSFORMATION CHAMPION OF THE YEAR AWARD
WINNER

Coega Development Corporation (CDC) is a global award-winning state-owned company (SOC), mandated to develop and operate the 11 500ha Coega Special
Economic Zone (SEZ) in terms of the SEZ Act No.16 of 2014. “Coega” as is commonly referred to, was established in 1999 with its Headquarters in the Nelson Mandela Bay
Metropolitan in the Eastern Cape Province- home of legends, including the late Statesman, Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela. The CDC’s vision is to be the leading catalysts for the
championing of the socio-economic development in the Eastern Cape and throughout South Africa through providing a competitive investment location, facilitate holistic
infrastructure, and value-adding commercial business solutions. Our main product offering, which is business to business, comprises of the Coega SEZ (including the Nelson
Mandela Logistics Park in Uitenhage), Commercial Business Solutions, and Project Management Services (including infrastructure development and facilities management).
The Coega SEZ is the leading prime industrial development zone in Africa and preferred investment destination for local and international businesses. Through its modern
infrastructure in terms of rail/road/airport/ 2 sea ports/energy power stations/bulk-services/telecommunication connections, the Coega SEZ has become a transshipment hub
for global industries.

First Runner-up
At PwC, our purpose is to build trust in society and solve important problems. We’re a network of firms in 157 countries with more
than 223 000 people who are committed to delivering quality in assurance, advisory and tax services. PwC has a presence of 66
offices in 34 Africa countries. With more than a single Africa leadership team and more than 400 partners and 9 000 professionals
across Africa, we serve some of the continent’s largest businesses across all industries. Our South Africa firm was recently awarded
a Level 1, AAA+ BBBEE contributor status, in the 2016 annual certification by Empowerdex. This rating enables us to offer clients
added value, by improving their own BBBEE scorecard. It also reflects our commitment to investing in our people and entrepreneurs,
as well as good procurement practices.

Second Runner-up

Inqaba Yokulinda Youth Organisation (IYYO) was established in 2003 as a non-profit organisation. The organisation is
a strong community based organisation advocating for people who cannot represent themselves including the poor and needy,
children, youth, former addicts and former offenders. It is focused on assisting people who desire to move from dependency to
self-sufficiency, move from welfare to empowerment through skills development thereby helping people to lead more comfortable,
secure, sustainable and independent lives. IYYO has acknowledged how to introduce and adapt new approaches to conduct
effective programmes, not only for the youth but also for women, children and people living with disabilities. The team believes
it is part of the value chain in human development and it is important to network and form a partnership with the National
Youth Development Agency to build capacity and develop other underdeveloped people, thereby ‘pulling them out of poverty
into the economic mainstream’.empowerment and will continue to focus on improving every element of our BBBEE scorecard and
contributing to socio-economic development and playing a major role in creation of employment in the country.
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WINNERS

TOPWATCH BEST EMPLOYER OF THE YEAR AWARD
WINNER

Buna Projects & Consulting is a multi-disciplinary company that offers Engineering Design and Consulting Services to the Mining, Process Plant and Infrastructure
Development industries. The 100% black woman-owned consultancy specialises in Electrical, Mechanical and Process Engineering and within these disciplines, can offer
Turnkey and EPCM solutions. Buna prides itself on providing high-quality, cost-effective solutions for its clients, as well as creating and maintaining strategic long-term
relationships that are mutually beneficial; Providing a challenging, rewarding and safe work environment for employees and focusing on the continuous improvement of
its technology and products.infrastructure in terms of rail/road/airport/ 2 sea ports/energy power stations/bulk-services/telecommunication connections, the Coega SEZ has
become a transshipment hub for global industries.

First Runner-up
Coega Development Corporation (CDC) is a global award-winning state-owned company (SOC), mandated to develop and
operate the 11 500ha Coega Special Economic Zone (SEZ). “Coega” was established in 1999 with its headquarters in the Nelson
Mandela Bay Metropolitan in the Eastern Cape Province- home of legends, including the late Statesman, Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela.
The CDC’s vision is to be the leading catalysts for the championing of the socio-economic development in the Eastern Cape
and throughout South Africa by providing a competitive investment location, facilitate holistic infrastructure, and value-adding
commercial business solutions. The Coega SEZ is the leading prime industrial development zone in Africa and preferred investment
destination for local and international businesses. Through its modern infrastructure in terms of rail/road/airport/ 2 sea ports/energy
power stations/bulk-services/telecommunication connections, the Coega SEZ has become a transshipment hub for global industries.

Second Runner-up
Travel with Flair is a leading black owned Travel Solutions Company with over 20 years in the industry, with branches across
South Africa and a team of over 750 skilled professionals, each of whom is passionate about the arrangement, administration,
planning and finer details of local and corporate travel. Travel with Flair is also renowned for its comprehensive travel management
programme, which combines innovative methods with cutting-edge technologies as part of long-term relationships with clients,
partners and suppliers. Travel with Flair clients include several large prestigious corporate and governmental accounts. On the
forefront of technological travel management, Travel with Flair also has their very own online leisure site, www.travelfix.co.za.
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WINNERS

KIA YOUNG BUSINESS ACHIEVER AWARD
WINNER

Emmanuel Bonoko is the Founding Director of EBonoko Holdings Ltd. and EBonoko Foundation. He is regarded as a social entrepreneurship at heart. He started
www.ebonokofoundation.co.za when he was still at UNISA studying towards a B-Com Degree in Business Management at the age of 19. EBonoko foundation: a social
entrepreneurship organisation which focuses on the book drive initiative. Over the years, the foundation was able to donate and distribute over 13 000 books to schools,
NGO’s, prisons and community centres. The EBonoko-foundation hosts leadership seminars, Career Expos and inspirational talks. Further, the Foundation does offer youth
mentorship to young people and assists young people with bursaries.Through the foundation, Emmanuel established great business networks from private and government
sectors, including HP, Intel, Shanduka Investment Group, City of Joburg, SEFA, NYDA, Proudly SA, Saica, Business Partners etc.

First Runner-up
Mayleen Kyster: The business established by Mayleen Kyster (May); was named with her vision for Africa Steel Holdings in mind. May
envisions Africa Steel Holdings as a significant player. May holds an MBA from the University of the North–West as well as a BComm
(Accounting) and Certificate in Project Management from the University of the Witwatersrand. She was recruited into the steel industry as
a graduate–in–training and has had employment experience across the steel value–chain. May sits on the boards of Steel and Engineering
Federation of Southern Africa (Seifsa), RSH Mining, RSC Avelo, Northern Cape Metals Industrial Cluster and is the Executive Chairman of
Africa Steel Holdings. She leads a strong team of ambitious people eager to impact the lives of those around them

Second Runner-up
Inga Vanqa started his quantity surveying career in 2004 with Mazwana Maqetuka Peirson Associates (MMPA) in East London. He then
joined Turner and Townsend’s mining and metals division in Johannesburg where he was introduced to mining and heavy engineering
related projects. Inga then joined Davis Langdon as a Senior Quantity Surveyor where he undertook projects such as rail, ports, industrial,
commercial as well as mining projects. He later joined TWP Projects where he spearheaded multi billion rand mining related projects and
feasibility studies in South Africa, Mozambique, the Democratic Republic of Congo and Canada.
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WINNERS

NEW ENTREPRENEUR AWARD

WINNER

Inga Vanqa started his quantity surveying career in 2004 with Mazwana Maqetuka Peirson Associates (MMPA) in East London. He then joined Turner and Townsend’s
mining and metals division in Johannesburg where he was introduced to mining and heavy engineering related projects. Inga then joined Davis Langdon as a Senior Quantity
Surveyor where he undertook projects such as rail, ports, industrial, commercial as well as mining projects. He later joined TWP Projects where he spearheaded multi billion
rand mining related projects and feasibility studies in South Africa, Mozambique, the Democratic Republic of Congo and Canada.

First Runner-up
Joseph Ndaba Creative Minds Entrepreneurs CME focuses on the training and development for private companies, entrepreneurs and
the government. Joseph’s passion for Innovation, ICT, training and development has seen him delivering training for big corporations and
changing the lives of many employees, developing leaders and entrepreneurs. Joseph has been in the IT and Training industry for the past 10
years and, with his skills and educational background he has managed to open MIHub and Creative Minds Entrepreneurs that has changed
many lives in the North West province – a true story of ‘from nothing to someone’. As part of developing entrepreneurs, he is sitting on
two boards at the university. He has been nominated as :Top 20 Most Influential Individual for 2016, STD Bank Rising Star Finalist 2015 &
2016; Who’s Who SA Notable 2015. He is a Motivational Speaker, Business Coach & Mentor, Qualified Assessor & Facilitator and Business
Advisory Board, Enactus University of North West—Mahikeng Campus.

Second Runner-up
Emmanuel Bonoko is the Founding Director of EBonoko Holdings Ltd. and EBonoko Foundation. He is regarded as a social entrepreneurship
at heart. He started www.ebonokofoundation.co.za when he was still at UNISA studying towards a B-Com Degree in Business Management
at the age of 19. EBonoko foundation: a social entrepreneurship organisation which focuses on the book drive initiative. Over the years,
the foundation was able to donate and distribute over 13 000 books to schools, NGO’s, prisons and community centres. The EBonokofoundation hosts leadership seminars, Career Expos and inspirational talks. Further, the Foundation does offer youth mentorship to young
people and assists young people with bursaries.Through the foundation, Emmanuel established great business networks from private and
government sectors, including HP, Intel, Shanduka Investment Group, City of Joburg, SEFA, NYDA, Proudly SA, Saica, Business Partners etc.
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WINNERS

CSI UBUNTU AWARD
WINNER

Youth Leadership and Entrepreneurship Development is a social enterprise that develops young people with the aim of positioning them for future success (in
communities, academia, business and workplaces). An award-winning, innovative and inspirational youth skills and entrepreneurship development organisation that aims to
positively impact participants’ future academic, social, entrepreneurial and career paths.YLED imparts life skills for success and develops the entrepreneurial spirit amongst
in-school learners and out of school youth from historically disadvantaged and urban communities by upskilling and preparing them for the future. They are expected to
bring forth innovative ideas and launch businesses or build solid careers that contribute to the economic revitalisation, reduction of poverty and youth unemployment. With
life, leadership and entrepreneurship training and ongoing support, these young people can soon be driven to achieve academic, career and entrepreneurial success, which
will see them supplementing their income and even supporting themselves, full-time, through their new enterprises.

First Runner-up
Fundi, formerly known as Eduloan, is South Africa’s leading education finance and education fund management solution specialist.
Relaunched in October 2016, we are the only credit provider focused on providing funds for education throughout your complete
education journey. As education financial solution specialists, we provide end-to-end education solutions that benefit all stakeholders
across the education value chain. From primary school students to post-graduates, from bursars to big business, unions and the
government, our offerings are all-inclusive. In support to our new strategy focused on innovation and commitment to developing
solutions that enable success, the brand is constantly evolving to realise our brand promise of “Know more. Be more”. We offer
more than study loans alone. We provide loan assistance on every front: technology, equipment and tools, accommodation, books,
uniforms and tours. Our efficiency and success is built on the premise of partnerships–both with our clients and our enabling partners.

Second Runner-up
Ntlantsana Accountants and Auditors is an award-winning accounting firm that managed to distinguish itself from its peers.
We are young, yet growing, and during the last five years, we have established ourselves as a leader and trendsetter in the industry;
working with our clients to ultimately develop and design the most appropriate accounting and auditing solutions. Our dedicated
team of experts and professionals aim to combine fresh and innovative ideas with tried and tested corporate experiences to offer
the best possible service. We are small but dream big, not big in size, but big in our service offering and experience. We wish to
give our clients the best imaginable service experience and grow with them. We offer our services in other vernacular languages
such as Nguni languages (isiXhosa, isiZulu, isiNdebele and siSwati) and other South African indigenous languages.
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WINNERS

IQHAWE MENTORSHIP AWARD

Accepted on behalf of Felleng Yende by Steve Thobele, CEO, Printing SA
Felleng Yende is a renowned speaker and developmentalist who has advanced and shaped skills development for youth and women in the fibre processing and manufacturing
sector. Felleng Yende was appointed in February 2013 and commenced her duties at the FP&M SETA in May 2013. She holds, among others, a BA Honours degree in Social
Work, a diploma in Integrated Marketing Communications from AAA School of Advertising, and a Masters degree in Public and Development Management MIT. Felleng
Yende attended an Executive Development Project at UCT and an African Development Conference at Harvard University in the USA, which has influenced her view of the
business world platforming manufacturing. Highlights of her career of over 20 years include leading the successful design and execution of a R200-million project aimed at
strengthening maternal health systems in southern Africa, conceptualising and executing a bursary programme aimed at equipping rural engineering students, and managing
infrastructure development focusing on the refurbishment of schools, to mention a few.

First Runner-up
Simphiwe Ntlantsana is the Managing Director and owner of Ntlantsana Accountants and Auditors (Pty) Ltd. He has more than ten
years’ working experience, having started his career at the Woolworths Head Office in Cape Town as an Audit Student. He then joined
Edgars’ Tygervalley Store, where he was appointed as a Credit Associate. After a year, he was recruited by the public sector, Western Cape
Department of Education as a State Accountant. Through promotions, he served in various roles within the Western Cape’s provincial
government. He also served as a Senior State Accountant, Assistant Director and in Deputy Director positions, accumulating a wealth of
skills and experience. His two last portfolios were Deputy Director: Forensic IT and Accounting and Deputy Director: Information Technology
Services Manager. He decided to pursue entrepreneurship and in August 2011, he left his employment to commit fully to his company.

Second Runner-up
Inga Vanqa started his quantity surveying career in 2004 with Mazwana Maqetuka Peirson Associates (MMPA) in East London. He then
joined Turner and Townsend’s mining and metals division in Johannesburg where he was introduced to mining and heavy engineering
related projects. Inga then joined Davis Langdon as a Senior Quantity Surveyor where he undertook projects such as rail, ports, industrial,
commercial as well as mining projects. He later joined TWP Projects where he spearheaded multi billion
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WINNER

BIG TIME STRATEGIC GROUP PLATINUM AWARD

Accepted on behalf of Felleng Yende by Steve Thobele, CEO, Printing SA
Felleng Yende is a renowned speaker and developmentalist who has advanced and shaped skills development for youth and women in the fibre processing and manufacturing
sector. Felleng Yende was appointed in February 2013 and commenced her duties at the FP&M SETA in May 2013. She holds, among others, a BA Honours degree in Social
Work, a diploma in Integrated Marketing Communications from AAA School of Advertising, and a Masters degree in Public and Development Management MIT. Felleng
Yende attended an Executive Development Project at UCT and an African Development Conference at Harvard University in the USA, which has influenced her view of the
business world platforming manufacturing. Highlights of her career of over 20 years include leading the successful design and execution of a R200-million project aimed at
strengthening maternal health systems in southern Africa, conceptualising and executing a bursary programme aimed at equipping rural engineering students, and managing
infrastructure development focusing on the refurbishment of schools, to mention a few.
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